## Programme: 29 May 2018

The 3rd Asiascape: Digital Asia Conference - Rethinking Communities in the Age of the Digital

Venue: Lipsius Building, Cleveringaplaats 1, 2311 BD Leiden

### Time | Plenary Event
--- | ---
08:30 | Lipius Building Foyer
09:00 | Registration
09:00 | Lecture Theatre (Lipsius 5)
09:00 | Welcome and Opening Remarks to DIAS 2018
Chair: Florian SCHNEIDER
Keynote Panel: Rethinking Communities in the Age of the Digital
Speakers: Crystal ABIDIN, Jack QIU, Martin SLAMA
Chair: Bart BARENDREGT
10:30 | Break
11:00 | Panel Room Lipsius 147
11:00 | Panel Room Lipsius 148
11:00 | Panel Room Lipsius 227
11:00 | Digital Activist Groups
Chair: Bart BARENDREGT
WeChat Communities of Resistance: A Tale of Two Groups
Carwyn MORRIS
Fish or Formosa? Digital Activism, Environmental Movement, and Social Protest in Contemporary Vietnam
PHUONG Tri
After Community: The Flux and Temporality of Activism in Indonesian CSOs
SETO Ario
11:00 | Shaping Digital Publics
Chair: Florian SCHNEIDER
Habermas on Telegram: Can a Micro Public Sphere be Shaped in the Age of Social Media?
HOSSEIN KERRAMI & Hadi KHANIKI
Fake News, Rogue Populism and the Sovereignty of Politics in the Philippines
Maria Diosa LABISTE
Fake News, the Business Model in Digital Age and Its Impact to Democracy and Social Cohesion: The Case of Saracen Online Syndicate
Amira PARIPURNA & Masithi INDRIANI
11:00 | Shifting Identities in Digital Asia
Chair: Roshni SENGUPTA
‘Digital’ Queer Asia: Theoretical and Methodological Implications
ZHOU Tianyang
‘Girlfriends are Complicated, My Doll Never Complains’: Digisexuals of Mumbai
Swaminathan RANMATHAN
Uneven Cyber Space and Production of Stratified Identities
CHEN Dandan
12:30 | Lunch
13:00 | Panel Room Lipsius 147
13:00 | Panel Room Lipsius 148
13:00 | Panel Room Lipsius 227
13:00 | Constructing Digital Belonging
Chair: Martin SLAMA
Re-considering Da‘wa Activists and Young Muslim Women ‘Communities’ in Contemporary Indonesia
Annisa R. BETA
Exploring Digital Belonging: Mediated Communities in the Jain Diaspora
Tine VEKEMANS
Keep Calm and Apply to Germany: How Online Communities Mediate Transnational Student Mobility from India
Sazana JAYADEVA
13:00 | Net-Work and Communities of Digital Labour
Chair: Jack QIU
The Digital Community of Playbour: Malaysian Tamil and the Haunting of Labour in the Age of the Digital
Sorayut AEMUEAYUT
Construction of ‘Communities’ behind and for Digital Startups in Southeast Asia
Zane KRIPE
The Production of the Chinese Maker Movement: Mobilizing Entrepreneurial Innovation in the Digital Age
TAN Yujing
13:00 | Smart Cities, Smart Economies, and Smart Citizens
Chair: Crystal ABIDIN
Digital India’s Transform-Nation: Constructing or Disabling a ‘Smart’ Citizenry?
Michelle RUIZ ANDRADE
Cell Phone City: Mobile Phone Use and the Hybridization of Space in Tokyo
Deirdre SHEEP
In China, ask not whether your trust the algorithm, but whether the algorithm trusts you
Alice De JONG
Angela SARAFIAN
### 14:30 Break

### 15:00 Panel Room Lipsius 147
#### Platforms of Sociality
**Chair:** Zane Kripe

- **Genre Socialities:** Polymedia, Media Switching, and Everyday Uses of Social and Mobile Media in Malaysia
  **Julian Hopkins**
- **Following the 1947 Partition Archive – Online Community-Building Beyond Kin and Borders**
  **Katja Müller**
- **Searching for ‘K-drama place’: tracing and sharing film tourism locations with online mapping and social media platforms**
  **Henry Chow**
- **Toad Worship Parodies: A New Chinese Counter-Narrative System**
  **Zhou Weile**

### Panel Room Lipsius 148
#### Care and Self-Care in Digital Asia
**Chair:** Bart Barendregt

- **‘Because this is how I feel happy’: Selfies, Creative Self-Care, and Precarious Migrant Labor Regimes in the Asia Pacific**
  **Feng-Mei Heberer**
- **Facebook Page ‘Confession of the Vietnamese’ – Intergenerational Problems among Young Second Generation Vietnamese Migrants and Their Parents**
  **Marta LopatkoVA**
- **‘Mimamori’ and Remote Care Communities: Technological Separation in Japanese Households**
  **Anoma Van der Veere**
- **Subversive Charity? The Empowerment of Charitable Crowdfunding in China**
  **Wang Qingyan**

### Panel Room Lipsius 227
#### Asia’s Digital Nationalisms
**Chair:** Florian Schneider

- **Pink Nationalism: Online Fandom of Thailand Queer Culture in Mainland China**
  **Li Pin**
- **Red vs Yellow: Digital/Spatial Divide in Malaysia**
  **Nurul Azreen Azlan**
- **An Analysis about Vietnamese Cyberspace Community’s Claim on the South China Sea Dispute since 2007**
  **SONG Xiaosen**
- **‘We Do It Together’: Building a Community Around a Redefinition of Korean Art and History**
  **Chloe Paberz**

### 16:30 Break

### 17:00 Lecture Theatre (Lipsius 5)
**Closing Discussion: Rethinking Communities – Group Construction, Negotiated Sociality, and Contested Commonalities in Digital Asia**
**Chairs:** Bart Barendregt & Florian Schneider

### 18:00 Break & Walk to the IIAS

### 19:00 International Institute for Asia Studies (IIAS, @ Rapenburg 59)
**Buffet & Drinks**
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